Website terms and conditions
Introduction
These terms and conditions govern your use of our website; by using our website you accept these terms and
agree to adhere to them. If this is not the case, then please refrain from using our website.

Information about us
MYLOCUMCHOICE LTD operates this website. We are a company registered in England and Wales under
registration number 8702165.

Accessing our site
Access to our site is permitted on a temporary basis and we reserve the right to withdraw or amend the
service we provide on our website without prior notice. We will not be held liable if for any reason our site is
unavailable at any time for any period.
As a user(s) of the site, it falls onto you as to make arrangements necessary to enable access to our site;
including responsibility for ensuring all persons acting our website through your internet connection, are
aware of these terms and conditions that govern use of this website and comply with them.

Intellectual property rights
We at MYLOCUMCHOICE are aware of the licence of all intellectual property rights in our website and
material published on the website. These works are protected by copyright laws and thus all such rights are
reserved.
Persons and users of the website may download, view, apply, print and distribute pages or content from our
website (unless indicated otherwise on the website) solely for the following purposes:
1. To sign and agree terms of the documents required for registration as a locum pharmacist to the
website and thus to be presented to MYLOCUMCHOICE.
2. To provide proof of registration as a locum pharmacist to be presented to MYLOCUMCHOICE
and/or to a client(s) of which the locum pharmacist will be carrying out work for.
3. To provide proof of payment for a locum pharmacist on behalf of the client(s) to whom the booking
was made with.
4. The material is used purely for informational purposes and not for commercial use.
MYLOCUMCHOICE reserves the right to revoke such authorisation at any time. Any
such use without consent from MYLOCUMCHOICE shall be discontinued
immediately upon written notice from MYLOCUMCHOICE.
5. The material on the website is not republished including republication onto another
website. Reproduced and/or stored material from this website in either public or private electronic
systems for commercial use is also not authorised, without written consent from
6. MYLOCUMCHOICE or from any other licensors in connection with MYLOCUMCHOICE. Any
such use will be discontinued immediately upon writing from MYLOCUMCHOICE.
7. Exploitation of our website, reproduction, duplication and copying of the website for commercial use
is prohibited. Use of the website for the purpose to sell or resell in a commercial capacity is
prohibited; unless having a licence to do so from MYLOCUMCHOICE or any licensors in
connection with it.

Material Amendment
Material on our website must not be edited or otherwise modified by persons and users of the website unless
having written consent and/or a licence to do so from MYLOCUMCHOICE.

Misuse by way of contributing to our website
Persons and users of the website must not misuse our website by any way that may cause damage to the
website and thus impair the availability or accessibility of the website, by those who intend to use it for its
required purpose.
Persons and users of the website must not, knowingly introduce viruses, Trojans, worms, logic bombs or any
other material which is technologically harmful to the website.
Certain areas of our website are restricted. You must not attempt to gain unauthorised access to our website.
By breaching this provision, you would be committing a criminal offence under the Computer Misuse Act
1990. Any such breach will be reported by MYLOCUMCHOICE, to the relevant enforcement officers and
authorities. MYLOCUMCHOICE will co-operate with them fully by disclosing your identity and/or any
other information that is required to them. In the event of such actions, your right to use our website will
cease immediately as MYLOCUMCHOICE reserve the right to revoke and restrict access to other areas of
our website, or the whole website in its entirety.
Restriction of access to our website is at the discretion of MYLOCUMCHOICE whether that is as a result of
misuse or purely if we feel the actions taken will be detrimental to the company and/or registered persons or
users of the website.

Liability terms
All published material displayed on our website is provided without any guarantees, conditions or warranties
to its accuracy. To the extent permitted by law, we and third parties connected to us hereby expressly
exclude:
1. All conditions, warranties and other terms which might otherwise be implied by statute, common
law, or the law of equity.
2. Any liability for any direct or indirect, and or consequential loss or damage incurred by any user
under the terms and conditions of the website, or in connection with the use of the website; arising in
tort and/or contact and without limitation any liability for loss of income, revenue or savings. The
same being applicable to loss of profits, contracts, data, goodwill and wasted management/office
time.
The terms and conditions set out do not affect our liability for death or personal injury, arising from
negligence, or our liability for fraudulent misrepresentation; nor for liability which cannot be excluded or
limited under applicable law.

Variations
MYLOCUMCHOICE endeavours to ensure that all information on this website is correct at the time of
publication. We may reuse these terms of use and material published at any time. Persons and users of the
website are expected to check this website regularly to take notice of any changes made, as they are binding
to them. Some of the provisions contained in these terms and/or material published may be superseded by
provisions/notices/material published elsewhere on the website.

Links
Persons and users of the website may create links to MYLOCUMCHOICE website home page, provided this
is done so under the following conditions:
1. It is not damaging to MYLOCUMCHOICE website reputation or is detrimental to the reputation of
the company.
2. It is not used in a misleading manner or defamatory context.
3. It does not suggest any links/association, approval or endorsement on our part, when
it does not exist.
MYLOCUMCHOICE cannot accept any liability for the content of any links to the third party website(s).

Cookies and privacy policy
Persons and users of the website who do so without disabling cookie(s) therefore contribute consent to
MYLOCUMCHOICE to collect and use information contained from these cookies.
Persons and users including those who wish to register, or are already registered with MYLOCUMCHOICE,
supplying details to the website thus consent to MYLOCUMCHOICE to maintain, record, hold and use such
personal data in accordance with the privacy policy.

Refund Policy
MYLOCUMCHOICE complies with EU regulation's regarding refund policies. Persons and users of the
website who may purchase our services, have the right to cancel within seven days of their contractual
agreement with MYLOCUMCHOICE. If a refund is requested, users must inform MYLOCUMCHOICE
within this period by telphone or email. MYLOCUMCHOICE will then contact said users and arrange a
refund.

Entire agreement
These terms and conditions laid out in conjunction with our privacy policy, constitute the entire agreement
between the user and MYLOCUMCHOICE in relation to correct use of the website. This supersedes any
previous agreements in respect of the above.

Law and jurisdiction
This website will be governed by and constructed in accordance with English law and any disputes relating
to this whole notice shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of England.

Our contact details
The full name of our company is MYLOCUMCHOICE Ltd. Registration number 8702165. We are based at
our current address:
My Locum Choice Ltd
PO Box 1384, Northampton, NN3 0EJ
Miraj Patel (CEO) : 07708 702419
Mitesh Shah (Director) : 07475 766868
Fax: 01604 408084
Email: helpdesk@mylocumchoice.com

